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LET G be a finite p-group, let EG be a free contractible G-space, and let n: be equivariant 
stable cohomotopy theory. One version of the Segal conjecture reads as follows. 
THEOREM. The projection EG x X-X induces an isomorphism 
x;(X); +rcT;(EG x X),^ 2 rc*(EG x ox); 
for all jinite G-CW complexes X. 
This result implies an analogue for general finite groups, but we refer the reader to [25] 
and especially [S] for that. We shall give as efficient a proof of the theorem as present 
technology seems to allow, starting from the purely algebraic Ext calculation [4,1.1] of 
Adams, Gunawardena, and Miller as a given. When G=(Zp)‘, the theorem is due to those 
authors. However, their original passage from [4,1.1] to this case of the theorem involved 
considerably more Ext calculation and other work than ours does and relied on [lS] for the 
translation of a non-equivariant version of the theorem to the version stated. Their paper [4] 
therefore omitted the argument in favor of a reference to us, and we have borrowed their title 
with their permission. 
Carlsson [9, IO] completed the proof of the theorem by reducing the general case to the 
case G = (Z,)‘. The framework of our proof is the one he established, and it will be apparent 
that most of the main ideas are due to him. While our primary focus is on the elementary 
Abelian case. we include a complete proof since variants of Carlsson’s arguments allow a 
number ofsimplifications. Along the way, we will generalize his framework and his reduction 
of the problem to elementary Abelian p-groups from cohomotopy to fairly general equi- 
variant theories. This generalization is not digressive since our proof of the theorem when G 
=(Z,r is based on a naturality argument comparing cohomotopy to another theory for 
which the analogous result certainly holds. 
We outline our work in $1 and then proceed to fill in the details. The arguments here were 
sketched in [22] and appeared originally in the preprints [12] and [26]. 
$1. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS 
Let kz be a represented cohomology theory on G-complexes (= G-CK’complexes). We 
will give a precise definition in 52. Actually, we will specify a reduced bitheory &(X: Y) on 
based G-complexes X and Y. This will be a cohomology theory in X (for fixed Y) and a 
homology theory in Y (for fixed X). We agree to write 
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(1.1) Ef(,X; Y-) = E; “( x; Y ), 
(1.2) E:(X)= &(_X; So) and /if( Y) = cf(S”; Y). 
As usual, for unbased G-spaces X and Y, we set 
(1.3) &(X)=@(_Y_) and k,G(Y)=&Y+), 
where X, denotes the union of X and a disjoint G-fixed basepoint. 
We will also show how to construct from kg a represented bitheory LT for each 
subquotient J= HIK of G. When kz=n& kr will be nJ*. In general, k: will depend on the 
extension K-+H-+J and not just on the abstract group J. We sometimes use the notation 
K&h’ to emphasize this fact. For H cG, we will have change of groups isomorphisms 
(e.g. C3, $5; 17, III) 
(1.4) @(G+ r\.X: Y)zc$(X: Y) and @(X;G+ A~Y)z@(X; Y). 
Here X in the first isomorphism and Yin the second need only be an H-space, and G f A .X is 
the based G-space generated by X. Explicitly, if H acts on G _ A X via h(g, .K) = (gh- l, hs), then 
G, A HX=(G+ A X)/H with its evident left action by G. 
While our theorems concern p-groups and p-adic completion, @(X)r is not quite the 
right thing to study. Rather, we define 
(1.5) Q(X; Y) = lim(&(X,; Y),^), 
where X, runs over the finite subcomplexes of X. (The reader may prefer to think in terms of 
pro-groups.) These groups come with suspension isomorphisms in both variables. In order to 
have long exact sequences associated to cofibrations in both variables, we agree to restrict 
from now on to G-complexes Y with finite skeleta and to assume the following finite type 
hypothesis. 
(1.6) Each group z$( Y) is finitely generated if Y has finite skeleta. 
This assumption has the following consequence. 
LEMMA 1.7. For any subquotient J of G. each group @(X; Y) isfinitely generated if X is a 
finite J-complex and Y is n J-complex Jvithjinite skeleta. 
For J c G, this follows from (1.6) and both parts of (1.4) by an easy induction. The general 
case will follow from (3.2) below. 
Use of inverse limits in (1.5) substitutes for the wedge axiom, but we note parenthetically 
that the groups @(X; Y) and @(X; Y),^ are usually isomorphic. 
LEMMA 1.8. If X and Y hate finite skeleta and lim’@(X”;Y)=O, then 
Q(X;Y)$ ;lim(@(X”;Y)~). 
The easy proof is given in $2. The conclusion applies to 52(X). 
We wish to determine when the natural map 
I;T;(X)-+&EG+ AX) 
is an isomorphism. Let EG be the cofiber of the projection EG, -+S’, that is, the unreduced 
suspension of EG with one of its cone points as basepoint, and note that (EG)‘=S’. It is 
equivalent to determine when &(EG A X)=0. As a non-equivariant space, EG A X is 
contractible. and it is natural to ask when @(X)=0 for all contractible G-spaces X. By the 
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following lemma, whose proof is also given in $2, this question is no more general than the 
original one. 
LEMMA 1.9. Assume that i?;” canishes on contractible H-spacesfor all proper subgroups H 
of G. If 6$X) =Ofor any one contractible G-space X such that Xc = So, cllen @ rnnishes on 
contractible G-spaces. 
Following Carlsson, we use the cofibering EG, -+S’+EG in the second variable to 
obtain the fundamental exact sequence 
(1.10) . . . -@(X; EG+)-~~(X)-,~~(X;EG)q~~4,C1(X; EC+)-. 
The groups !$(X; EG,) carry the free part of the problem; the /&X; EG) carry the singular 
part. We shall prove the following result about the singular part in @34. We have possibly 
different non-equivariant theories kE,H associated to subgroups H of G. and we let _j* = liT; G 
and li* = k:,. 
THEOREM A. Suppose that kf wnishes on contractible J-spacesfor all proper subquotients J 
of‘G. Let X be a G-spuce such that XG = So and XH is contractible for all proper subgroups H. 
(i) If G’ is not elementary Abelian, then @(X; EG) = 0. 
(ii) ffG=(Z,)‘, then l&X; EG) is the direct sum ofpr@ ‘I,2 copies ofIYr- ‘j*(S’). 
Up to G-homotopy type, there is only one X as specified in the theorem (e.g. [ 13]), and we 
shall display an explicit model in $8. By the theorem and (l.lO), when G is not elementary 
Abelian we can only have &(X) = 0 if /$(X; EG,) = 0 and when G is elementary Abelian we 
can only have l:(X)=0 if the connecting homomorphism d in (1.10) is an isomorphism. 
To study @(X; EG,), we need one hypothesis to allow reduction to a non-equivariant 
problem and another to ensure convergence of the relevant Adams spectral sequences. Both 
are clearly satisfied by TC~. We say that k: is split if there is a natural map C: k*( W)+kT;( W) for 
spaces W regarded as G-trivial G-spaces such that the composite 
k*( W)ikr;( W)zk;(G x W)%k*( W) 
is an isomorphism, where TC: G x W+ W is the projection. This condition implies 
isomorphisms (e.g. [25, 92; 3, $5; 17, II@]) 
(1.11) &(X; Z) r R*(X/G; Z) and &( Ct’; Y) r z*( W; Y/G), 
where X and Y are G-free (away from their base points) and 6v and Z are G-trivial. We say 
that k, is bounded below if Eq(So) = 0 for all sufficiently small (I. We shall prove the following 
result in $8, using a convergence result for inverse limits of Adams spectral sequences proven 
in 57. Let k be the spectrum representing k*. 
THEOREM B. Let kg be split and k, be bounded below. Let X be CI G-space such that 
XG = So and X” is contractible for all proper subgroups H. 
(i) If G is not elementary Abelian, then !&X; EG,) =O. 
(ii) If G =(ZJ and Hq(k)=O f or all suficiently large q, then @JX; EG,) is the suw~ of 
P ‘(‘- ‘ji2 copies of Z%*(SO). 
An immediate induction from (1.9) and Theorems A and B gives the follo\ving 
generalization of Carlsson’s reduction theorem. 
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THEOREM C. Ler G be afinite p-group bvhich is not eletwnrary .-lbelian. Let kg-be a theory 
such that 
(i) k: wnishes on contracrible J-spaces for cl/i elettxrzrur~ Aheliotz subquorients J oj‘G; 
(ii) k; 1s split atd (k, li)* is bounded below for a11 non-eletnenrary .4belian subqrtorietm 
J = H,‘K of G. 
Then l?; ranishes otl contrnctible J-spaces for (I// subquorients J of’G, including G irself: 
Thus we concentrate henceforward on the case G =(Z,)l. When (ii) of Theorems A and B 
both hold. we can only expect to have @(X) = 0 ifj;“(S’) = P(SO). This shows the necessity of 
the restrictive cohomological hypothesis in (ii) of Theorem B since there are plenty of 
theories kz for which @(X)=0 but i;“(S’)#P(S’), for example equivariant K-theory and 
equivariant cohomotopy with coefficients in equivariant classifying spaces. In many cases, 
direct calculation of 6:(X; EC,) seems prohibitively difficult, and determination of these 
groups falls out as an implication of a different proof that @(X)=0. See [22] and [24] for 
various examples and counter-examples. 
In view of (1.9) and (l.lO), the following result now completes the proof of ths Segal 
conjecture. 
THEOREM D. Let G = (Z,)’ clnd ler X be a G-space such rhat Xc = So and XH is cotmxcrible 
fi)r all proper subgroups H. Assume that the Segal conjecture holds Jbr G =(Z,)’ if‘s < r. Then 
d: ?&(X; l?G)-irY,- ‘(X; EG _) 
is atI isotnorphistnfor all q. 
The possibility of such a proof was suggested in Carlsson’s preprint [9]. Our argument 
was outlined in [ZZ]. Carlsson’s published paper contains a later sketch of a more 
calculational argument along roughly the same lines as ours [lo, App. B]. 
By (ii) of Theorems A and B, 6 in Theorem D is a morphism of free 5*(x0)-modules. Thus it 
suffices to show that 6 is a bijection on generators, that is, that 6 is an isomorphism when 
q=r- 1. In this degree, 6 is a morphism of free 2,-modules on the same number of 
generators. It nil1 thus be an isomorphism if it becomes an isomorphism when reduced 
mod p, and this will hold if it becomes a monomorphism \vhen reduced mod p. 
We use a naturality argument. In $5. we display a quite simple theory k: ivith unit 
ty: TcT;-+/$ such that !$ vanishes on contractible J-spaces for all subquotients J of G, 
including G itself. Since the sequence (1.10) is natural in theories, we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
i?;- ‘(X; EG)L-ir’,(X; EG_) 
(1.11) ‘I 
I i 
rl 
&‘(X;~G)~&(X: EG,). 
Since @(X) = 0, the bottom map 6 is an isomorphism. It therefore suffices to show that the left 
vertical arrow q becomes a monomorphism when reduced mod p. \t’e shall verify this in $6 
and so complete the proof of Theorem D. 
$2. PRELIXlIS.iRY DEFlSITlONS ASD LEXIM;\S 
We make our definitions precise and prove (1.8) and (1.9) here. 
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Let C; be the sum of countably many copies of each of a set of representatives for the 
irreducible real representations of G. We assume given an inner product on U. and we define 
an indexing space [‘in U to be a finite dimensional sub G-inner product space. If Vc It: we 
let w-2 be the orthogonal complement of V in It.. A set of indexing spaces & is co-final if 
its union is all of 6. For definiteness, the reader may want to take c’ to be the sum of 
countably many copies of the real regular representation Reg and ._J to be the sequence 
(n Reg !n>O). 
A G-prespectrum k, indexed on a co-final set .zf consists of based G -spaces k, I/ for V in 
.d and based G-maps G: E: I”-“k, V-+k,bV for Vc Ct/ in d. Here Z,‘X =X A S’. where SV is 
the l-point compactification of V. We require G to be the identity if b’= wand to satisfy the 
evident transitivity relation for Vc WC 2. To avoid technical problems, we assume that k, 
is a G-CCVprespectrum in the sense of [17, I@]. As explained there, this assumption results 
in no loss of generality. (The distinction between G-prespectra and G-spectra is also 
explained in [17]; we won’t use G-spectra here.) 
Now let J= H/K, where K Q H c G. Observe that the fixed point space U’ contains all 
irreducible representations of J infinitely often. We may restrict to a co-final set d in U 
such that VK = W’ implies V= W for V and B’in d. For example, {tz Regjc above satisfies 
this condition for any K cG. For a G-prespectrum k, indexed on &, we obtain a J- 
prespectrum li, indexed on the indexing set d’= { I”1 T;E.&:, in U” by letting 
k,( VK) =(k, V)“; the structural J-maps of kJ are obtained by passage to K-fixed points from 
the structural G-maps of k,. When K =e, k, is just k, regarded as an H-spectrum. 
A G-space X has a suspension G-prespectrum XxX with Vth space E’X. The associated 
J-prespectrum is CzXK if J= H/K. In particular, if k, is the sphere G-prespectrum 
7r6=Cr.So, then k, is the sphere J-prespectrum 7r,. 
fication of k, is less obvious. For example, when k, 
does not follow that k, also represents K-theory or 
discussion. 
In less elementary cases, the identi- 
represents K-theory or cobordism, it 
cobordism. See [17, 11$9] for further 
We may identify UG with R” and so embed Rq 
G-complex X and any based G-complex Y, define 
Et(X; Y)=colim[CY-R4 X 
Vz Rq 
in U for all 4 20. For a finite based 
YA k,V], 
~[X,colim~V-R’(YAF;G~)l~ if q90 
1’3 R’ 
and &q(X; Y) = @(EqX; Y) if q > 0. The second form of the definition also applies to infinite 
G-complexes, but it will be essential to our work to think in terms of the first form. Here, if 
q=O, the colimit is taken with respect to the composites 
[P’X, YA k,V],- ““-” [C”‘X, Yr,Fk,V]~(‘[PX, Yr\ k,W],, 
and similarly for other values of q. There are suspension isomorphisms and exact sequences 
associated to cofiberings in both variables. For infinite dimensional X, there is also a lim’ 
exact sequence for the calculation of @(X; Y) in terms of the @(Xn; Y), and the following 
algebraic observation on the commutation of inverse limits with p-adic completion 
implies (1.8). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let {A,} be an inverse sequence ofjnitely generated Abelian groups such that 
lim’A, = 0. Then the natural homomorphism 
is an isomorphism. 
(limA& -+ lim((A,); ) 
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Proof: For a fixed (I > 0, consider the two six term Iim’ exact sequences obtained from the 
two short exact sequences 
0+,.4,-+.4,-+pq.-l, -0 and 0-+pqA,-+,4,+.-l~, p~A,-+O. 
Here ,A, is the kernel of p4: A,--+&, and is thus finite. Both lim’,.4, =0 and Em’ pqA,=O, the 
latter because it is a quotient of liml.4, =O. We conclude that the displayed sequences remain 
exact on passage to inverse limits. Therefore 
lim,4, p’lim;l,=lim(A,!p”‘,4,) 
for each 4. The conclusion follows by interchange of iimits over q and II. 
We conclude this section with the following promised proof. 
P~~~~o~(l.9). Since XG=So, we have a cofiber sequence So-+X-+X/So. Let X’ be any 
other contractible G-space. Taking smash products, we obtain a cofiber sequence 
X’-+S A X-X’ A (X/SO). 
It suffices to prose that &X’ A X)=0 and @$X’ A (S/S”))=O. We claim first that 
EE( WA X)=0 for any G-complex IV. Since the zero skeleton v and the skeletal 
subquotients w”/ hV’- ’ for II > 0 are wedges of G-spaces of the form G/H + A S” and since 
we may as well assume that J+‘is finite, we find by induction over skeleta and use of suspen- 
sion that we need only verify the claim for H’=(G/H),. If H= G, this holds by hypothesis. 
If Hf G, then &z((G/H)+ A X)gE;(X), which is zero by the induction hypothesis. We 
claim next that @(X’ A Z)=O for any G-complex 2, such as X:‘S’, such that ZG is a point. 
Arguing as above, we need only verify this when Z =(G,!H), for a proper subgroup H, 
and here again the conclusion holds by the induction hypothesis. 
93. WBQUOTIEKT THEORKS. FA;LIILIES, ASD S-FUNCTORS 
This section gives several preliminaries needed for the proof of Theorem A, but we begin 
by saying a bit more about subquotient theories. Ofcourse, the bitheories kf for subquotients 
J are defined the same way as the bitheories kz. However, there is an ilIuminating alternative 
description, due to Constenoble, which makes (1.7) clear. It is based on an elementary 
obstruction theoretic observation for which we shall have further use shortly. 
A family g in G is a set of subgroups closed under subconjugacy. For a family 3 and 
G-compiex X, we let X,- be the subcomplex consisting of those points of X whose 
isotropy groups are not in .P’. There is a “universal 9-space” E,- characterized up to 
homotopy by (E9)H = 0 if Hhf.y and (EstH 5 {pr> if WE.F. Let E.F be the cofiber of the 
projection EF+ -“SO, that is the unreduced suspension of Ed. Then (E.F)H=So if H$F 
and (8VF)H ‘v {pt> if HER. Moreover, the G-homotopy type of e.9 is characterized by these 
properties [13]. For example, X in Theorems A, B and D is E.P where B is the family of 
proper subgroups of G. 
Both E9 and E.9 can be taken as G-complexes with finite skeleta, and we shah only 
need to apply (1.6) to G-complexes Y of this form. 
LEMMA 3.1. For G-complexes X and Y, the inclusions X,s--+X and S’+EP induce 
bijections 
[X, i?F A Y&--&, Es A YJc+-[X,, YIG. 
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PROPOSITIOX 3.2. Let J = H/K, rvhere K < H c G, and ler .9[K] be the family of sub- 
yroups of H which do nor conrain K. Then, fi)r finite J-complexes X and arbitrary 
J-complexes Y, 
i;:(X: Y) 2 E;(X, E9 [K] A Y). 
Proof: For H-complexes W and Z, W,F[KI = WK and 
[w~,z~]J=[~~~,z],r[w,Es[K]Az],. 
The conclusion follows upon letting E-run through CV-R’X (or CyC-yX if y <O) as Z runs 
through YA k,V. 
The starting point of the proof of Theorem A is the case 9 = (e} of (3.1), which reads as 
follows. Let SX denote the singular set of a G-space X, namely the subspace of points with 
non-trivial isotropy subgroup. 
LEMSI.-\ 3.3. For G-complexes X and Y, the inclusions SX-+X and So-E, induce narural 
bijecrions 
[X, EGA Y-j, + [SX, EGA Y],+[SX, Y-j,. 
Therefore, for finite G-complexes X, 
(3.4) 
colim[S(I: Y-R4X),kGV]G if qk0 
@(X, EG) = 
L.2 R’ 
colim[S(EYE-9X), k, V], if q<O. 
k 
We can replace the functor S on the right side of (3.4) by other suitable functors, and ive shall 
prove Theorem A by approximating S by an equivalent filtered functor with explicitly 
calculable subquotients. 
Carlsson codified the requisite conditions on functors in his notion of an “S-functor” 
[lo, IV]. Briefly, an S-functor (T, T) is a functor T from the category of based G-complexes 
to itself together with a natural map 
7: T(X A Y)+(TX) A Y 
such that 7 is the identity if Y= So, T satisfies the evident transitivity relation on T(X A Y A Z), 
and 7 is a homeomorphism when G acts trivially on Y. (Actually, we will only apply T to finite 
complexes.) For the singular set functor S, the map S(X A Y)+(SX) A Y is just the inclusion. 
For any S-functor T, we define @(X; T) by replacing S by Ton the right side of (3.4). For 
g=O. the colimit is taken with respect to the system of composites 
I”-’ 
CT(~:'X),kGvlG- [Zw-” T(Z’X): C”-‘kc V],=[T(EwX), k, WIG 
for Vc IV, and similarly for other values of q. The groups i&X; T) are natural in X. 
lf T preserves cofiber sequences, they give the terms of a cohomology theory on finite 
G-complexes, but we won’t need this fact. In line with the definition of/$X; Y) in (1.Q we 
define 
(3.5) /$(X; T) = lim,@(X,; r),^ 
on infinite G-complexes X, where X, runs over the finite sub-complexes. To ensure that lim 
preserves exact sequences here, we require @(X; T) to be of finite type when X is finite. For 
the S-functors we shall use, this will follow easily from (1.7) and the calculational relationship 
of the theories @(?; T) to the theories k; 
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A map 4: (T, r)-+( T’, 7’) of S-functors is a natural transformation #: T-t T’ such that 
r’$~ =(Q A 1) r: T(X A Y)--+(T’X) A Y 
for all X and Y. We say that 4 is an equivalence or a cofibration if each component map 
4: TX-T’X is a G-homotopy equivalence or a G-cofibration. We extend the usual 
constructions of homotopy theory to S-functors spacewise. Thus wedges. smash products 
with spaces (such as cones and suspensions), pushouts, cofibers, and so on all exist in the 
category of S-functors. If 4: T-T’ is a cofibration, we obtain a quotient S-functor T’/T 
Lvith (T’jT)(X)= T’X/TX and a canonical equivalence of S-functors C,-T’iT. 
A map 4: T+ T’ induces a map +*: @(X; T’)-+LE(X; I). If 4 is an equivalence, then 4* 
is an isomorphism. if c$ is a cofibration, then $* fits into a long exact sequence 
. . . + c&X; T’/T)-&(X; T’) 5 ,@(X; T)-&+‘(X; T';'T)+ . . . 
The proof uses the fact, implied by the homeomorphism condition in the definition of an 
S-functor, that 
Clearly &X; T v T’)z &(X; T) 0 &(X; T’) for any S functors T and T’. 
The subquotients of our filtered approximation of S will be wedges of suspensions of 
S-functors of the following general form. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Sqqxxe giueu subgroups KC H c G. Define an S-functor C(K. H) b_v 
ietting 
C(K, H)(X) = G _ A HXK. 
The G-map T: G, A H(XR A YK)+(G_ A HX’) A Y is the extension to a G-map of the evident 
inclusion of H-spaces XK A YK+(G+ A HXK) A Y. 
Subquotient theories enter into our work because of the following observation. 
LEMMA 3.7. For KaH c G, !&X; C(K, H)) is isomorphic to l&s(X”;). 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for finite X, before passage to p-adic completion. For 
notational simplicity, we only give the verification in degree 0. Here the definitions and 
obvious isomorphisms give 
@(X; C(K, H)) = colim[G + A HC “‘X6, k, ~J’J~ 
2 colim[ZL’“XK, k, qH 
2 colim[Z v’XK, (kG Y)R]H,‘K = 5; s(XK). 
>Y. AN APPROXIMATI0.N OF THE SISGULAR SET FUSCTOR 
Our approximation of S is a variant of Carlsson’s [lo, V]. We show the somewhat 
surprising fact that, up to G-homotopy type, SX can be reconstructed functorially from its 
fixed point sets XH for elementary Abelian subgroups H. (Carlsson uses all proper 
subgroups here; this choice introduces quite a bit of extra work, such as [lo, IV 6-7 and 
V l-31.) Precisely, we shall prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a finite p-group of p-rank r. There is an S-finctor A and an 
equicalence $: A-S. A has a filtration 
F,,AcF,Ac . . cF,_,A=A 
by successire cofibrations. If B, = F,,A and B, = F,A/F, _ ,A fbr 0 <q < r, there are iso- 
morphisms of S-jiinctors 
B, 2 VCqC(A(o), H(w)). 
[ml 
Here the o are strictly ascending chains (A,,, . . . , Aq) of non-trivial elementary Abelian 
subgroups of G, A(w) = A,, and 
H(w)={g/gA,g-‘=Ai for O<ibq). 
The wedge runs over one o in each orbit [o] under the conjugation action of G on the set of 
such ascending chains. If G = (ZJ, there is also an S-fitnctor A 
F&F& . . cF,_,A=A 
by successive cojibrations. If &,=F,.& and B,= F,A/F,_ ,A 
isomorphisms of S-functors 
B, 2 /,/FJc( A(u),G), 
0, 
bcith a filtration 
for O<q<r-1, there are 
lvhere the wedge runs ocer the strictly ascending chains (A,,, . , Aq) of non-trivial proper 
subgroups of G and A(w) = A,. Moreocer, there is a cofbration A-+A such that the quotient 
A/A is equivalent to the wedge of pr(r-1”2 copies of the S-jimctor I’-‘C(G, G) which sends X 
to xr-lXG. 
Before proving this, we show how it implies Theorem A. Recall that X=&Y there; that is, 
XG = So and XH u {pt> for H # G. 
Proof of(i) of Theorem A. By (3.4) and the equivalence A-+& 
E~(x;EG)aE~(X;S)zE~(x;A). 
By (3.7), the subquotient S-functors B, of A satisfy 
I;“,(X; B4) z I&;;-“(X; C(A(o), H(o))) z &k&$XA’“‘), 
IO1 0 
where J(o) = H(o)/A(o). If A(w) # G, then X ‘(N is a contractible J(o)-space and, since 
A(o) # e, IIJ*(o)(XA(U))= 0 by our hypothesis that ET vanishes on contractible J-spaces for all 
proper subquotients J. If G is not elementary Abelian, then A(w) can’t be G and Ez(X; BJ = 0. 
Therefore @(X; A)=0 by induction up the filtration. 
Proof of (ii) of Theorem A. Let G = (Z,)’ and recall that j* = k&,. If r = 1, then B. = A and 
@(X; B,) rj?L(S’) since o=(G) is the only possible chain. This proves the result in this case, so 
assume that r 2 2. By the proof of part (i), !&X; A) = 0. Therefore 
Since !$(X; C(G, G))=j^*(S’), @(X; ,?G) is the sum of ~‘(‘-l)‘~ copies of Y-‘p(S”). 
The proof of (4.1) is based on ideas of Quillen [28,29]. Let d =&i’(G) be the poset of non- 
trivial elementary Abelian subgroups of G. We regard .&’ as a category in the opposite of the 
usual fashion, regarding an inclusion A c B as a map B-+A. The group G acts on d by 
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conjugation of subgroups. If G =(Zp)r, we let .s? c.d be the poset of non-trivial proper 
subgroups of G. Here G acts trivially on .d and .g since G is Abelian. 
Let 5 denote the classifying space functor on (topological) categories [32]. It is obtained 
by applving geometric realization (e.g. [20, $111) to nerves, where the nerve of a category is 
the usual simplicial space with q-simplices the q-tuples of composable arrows; see [32] 
or [2S.$l]. The functor B carries G-categories to G-spaces, and the following is a slight 
elaboration of [29, 2.21. 
LEMMA 4.2. IfG fe, then B.d is G-contractible. In particular, (B&)H is non-empty and 
contractible for erer_v H c G. 
Proof Choose a central subgroup B of order p. Since A c AB=, B and ABE.~ for AEON, 
we have natural transformations from the functor AHAB to the identity functor of .,d and 
to the constant functor at B. These functors and transformations are equivariant by the 
centrality of B, hence they induce G-homotopies connecting the identity map of B.& to the 
constant map at the vertex B on passage to classifying spaces. 
We construct our approximation of the singular set functor by parametrizing d by 
singular points of G-spaces X. We agree to regard X as a G-category with object and 
morphism spaces X and with structural maps (identity, source, target, composition) the 
identity map of X. Of course, the classifying space of this G-category is just X back again. 
We view SX similarly. 
DEFHTION 4.3. Define a topological G-category J[X] and a continu ous fitnctor +k 
sZ[X] -SX a.sfol/o\cs. The objects of &[X] are pairs (A, x), where A E .&’ and x E X”. There is 
a morphism (A, x)-(B, y) whenever B c A and y = x. The group G acts on objects by g(A, x) 
=(gAg-i, gx). The set of objects is topologized as the disjoint union of the spaces X\. The set 
of morphisms is topologized as the disjoint union otter pairs B c A of the spaces XA. Thefunctor 
$ is given by the X-coordinate of objects and morphisms. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For any X, B$:B.&[X]+SX is a G-homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: By the G-Whitehead theorem, it suffices to prove that (BrC/)H:(B.d[X])H-+(SX)H 
is a homotopy equivalence for each Hc G. We can pass to fixed points on the level of 
categories and functors, and the classifying space functor commutes with passage to fixed 
points. By Quillen’s theorem A [28] (which holds for topological categories since the main 
input is the topological fact that geometric realization carries spacewise equivalences to 
equivalences [21. A.4]), it suffices to prove that B($“/ x is contractible for each xe(SX)“. ) 
The comma category $“/.x has objects (A, x) with XEX” and A fixed by H and morphisms 
(A, x)-(B, x) with B c A, .uEX~, and A and B fixed by H. If G, is the isotropy group of .y, 
then H c G, and $“/x is just a copy of .&(G#‘. Thus (4.2) gives the conclusion. 
We are interested in based G-complexes X. The inclusion of the basepoint * in X induces 
a G-cofibration S&[*]-B&[X]. Clearly B$ factors through the quotient map 
B~[X]-B.~[X],iB~~[*], and this quotient map is a G-homotopy equivalence since 
B.&C*] is G-contractible. Define 
AX=&d[X]/B-Qu’[*] 
and let 4 denote the induced G-homotopy equivalence AX+SX. Given a second G- 
complex Y, define the G-category Ld[X] A Y in the evident way and define a G-functor 
..d[X A Y]-+d[X] A Y 
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by sending (il. .K A I.) to (.A. .K) A j’. Capon passage to classifying spaces and then to quotients, 
we obtain a natural map 
‘4(X A Y)-(‘4X) A Y. 
With these definitions, we have an S-funcror ‘4 and an equivalence of S-functors &:,-I-+S. 
Of course, realizations IX,] of simplicial G-spaces X, come equipped with a natural 
filtration such that FOIX,I = X, and F,!X,J F,_ 1 j X,1 is G-homeomorphic to xq(Xq,isX,_ r) 
for q >O, where s-X,_, is the G-space of degenerate q-simplices. In particular, this applies to 
classifying spaces of topological G-categories. 
By naturality, we have the induced filtration 
F,AX = F,B.-J[X],‘F,B.d[*] 
of A?(. The nondegenerate q-simplices of .d are the strictly ascending chains w =(A,, . . . , ,qq) 
of non-trivial elementary Abelian subgroups of G. If G has p-rank r, F,_ ,AX =AX 
since there are no such chains when q>r. Let A(tu) and H(w) be as in (4.1) and note that 
A(o)QH(o). Since we have collapsed out B.-J[*], we see immediately that, with the action 
of G ignored, 
B,X = v xqxA’ul. 
It follows easily that the action of G on B,X induces a G-homeomorphism 
A simple comparison of definitions shows that 
as an S-functor. 
Now let G = (Z,)‘. We can perform all of the constructions above with .&’ replaced by 2. 
The analysis of the resulting S-functors A and B4 is similar to that just given. Since the 
chains w with A(o)=G are all parametrized by Xc in AX. we find by inspection of 
definitions that 
for any X. Since Bd is contractible, B.&/B,-? is equivalent to EBd. By definition, B,$ is the 
Tits building of G, and a standard algebraic calculation (e.g. [3S] or [29, p. 1183) shows that 
Bz? is equivalent to the wedge of prcr- I”’ copies of the sphere S’-‘. This completes the proof 
of (4.1). 
SS. THE CONSTRUCTIOS OF THE THEORY k; 
We here construct the test theory needed in our proof of Theorem D. We begin with 
perhaps the most obvious of all equivariant cohomology theories, letting h:(X) be the 
ordinary mod p cohomology of the orbit space X/G. Equivalently (by the dimension axiom), 
II: is Bredon cohomology with constant coefficients Z, [S]. It is characterized by 
&(G/‘H) = 
Z, if cl=0 
o 
if q#O 
and the requirement that a G-map between orbits induces the identity map on cohomology. 
We define k:(X) = hE(EG x X); this is just Bore1 cohomology. the mod p cohomology of 
the orbit space EG x GX. Clearly &(X)=0 if X is a contractible based G-space since 
EG, A X is then G-contractible. 
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Obviouslv h*, is a rino thee d and we let q: ~~-+/I~ be its unit; that is, ~(f‘)=f*(l)~h~(X) 
forfE7$(X), where 1 eh$pfpr) andkis regarded as a stable map X_ -+S” of some degree. We 
define q:nE-+kz to be the composite &*q. where a*: hE -+kE is induced by the projection 
E: EGxX-tX. 
We need to know that h: is representable or, equivalently. that the Z-graded theory hz 
just specified extends to an RO(G)-graded theory. This has been proven by several authors; 
it is the simplest example of the general principle that Bredon cohomology with coefficients 
in a Mackey functor is RO(G)-gradable [16: 17, Vg9]. Exactly as non-equivariantly, any 
representable G-cohomology theory can be represented by an RG-prespectrum [17, 1$6]. 
Thus let hz be represented by an RG-prespectrum h,, so that the adjoint structure 
maps 5: hGji-rRw-’ h,Lt. are G-homotopy equivalences for indexing G-spaces vc W. 
Then, for q 3 0. 
&i(X) = [X, hGR41G and iiiq(X)= [x4X, h,(O)]c. 
With X = G/H +, it follows that hc(0)H is a K(Z, 0) for all H c G. An equivariant generalization 
[ 17, 1.7.131 of a standard non-equivariant argument shows that (II, qH is (n,-l)-connected, 
where n,=dim C’H. Since RVlrGV~/~G(0), h,V is a non-equivariant K(Z,, n), n =dim V. It 
can be shown further that (11, l~‘)~ is a K(Z,, n,) for all H c G, but we won’t need this much. 
We will need that [X, h,V] is a Z,-vector space for all X and V, and this holds because h, is 
a ring G-prespectrum with unit of order p. These vector spaces are finite dimensional when 
X is a finite G-complex because they are so when X is an orbit. This last fact can easily be 
verified by a standard inductive procedure as, for example, in the proof of [17, 1.7.12). 
Let TC~ = (S’) be the sphere G-prespectrum. The unit of hT; is represented by a map of G- 
prespectra q:n,+h,. In fact, q is determined by q: So --+hG(0) and compatibility tvirh the 
structural maps. Non-equivariantly. q:Sy +h,V is just the fundamental class of A”(SV). 
n=dim V. 
While we have now stated all that we shall use about h,, it is easy to describe an explicit 
construction. Let ,V, denote the mod p infinite symmetric product functor. For a based space 
X, N,X is the quotient of the infinite symmetric product NX obtained by identifying all p- 
fold sums y + . + y to zero. Remember that ;VX is the free topological monoid generated 
by X, with the basepoint of X set equal to zero. There is an evident natural inclusion I: 
X-+N,X, and addition induces a natural pairing 4: N,X A N, Y-+Np(X A Y). 
If G acts on X, then G also acts on N,X. An explicit model for h, is obtained by setting 
h,V= N,,Sv and letting 0: ~w-YhFV-+hG W be the composite 
I”1 
(N,S”, A S” - 1. -(.Ly) A (N,S bv - “)&,Sw, 
We restrict to Vs such that P#O unless P’=O. The point is that an elaboration of an 
unpublished argument of SegalC333 shows that the adjoints 8: N,SV+RW-‘N,S”’ are then 
G-homotopy equivalences (and N,S”=Z,). With this model, q: nG+hG is given by the 
inclusions I: S’-rN,S’. 
We represent kz in terms of h,. For based G-spaces X and Y, let F(X, Y) be the function 
space of based maps X+ Y with G acting by conjugation. In particular, Q”X = US’, X). 
Define k, to be the function RG-prespectrum F(EG +, h,J. ItsVthspace is F(EG+, h, T 3 and its 
adjoint structural equivalences are the evident maps 
f-W+,h,V- F(l’d) f’(EG+,Qw-v h, W)z@-“F(EG+, h, W). 
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The natural bijection [X, F( Y, Z)lG 3 [X A Y. ZIG makes ciear that X-c represents k: since h, 
represents hr. The unit q: rrC--+kc is the composite 
+5. PROPERTIES OF THE THEORY k; 
We need a few lemmas about kg and the k: to complete the proof of Theorem D outlined 
in $1. For the first, recall that j=k,,, and note that ~~,~=jS’~jl is a copy of the 
non-equivariant sphere prespectrum rr. 
LEMMA 6.1. The unit 9: n-+j maps l~jr’(S’) to an element ofTo which is non-zero 
mod p. 
ProoJ: Note that 
~(S”)=colim[SP,F(EG+,h,V)C]=colim[S’G~ EG,.h,VJ,. 
Let e: .S”+S”-P be the inclusion of (0, ccc>, so that 1 A e: SPG -+S” is the inclusion of the fixed 
point set. Clearly q maps t&c”(So)=colim[S”~ ,SP] to the element represented by the 
composite G-map (for V suitably large) 
ry: SPG A EG +~,%EG+*hJr,EG+~h, 
It will prove more convenient to rewrite this as the composite 
(4.2) crv:S~/\EG+~SIC~SV_l,hoV. 
To show that q(l) is non-zero mod p, it suffices to show that, if V# VG and V is complex, 
then rv induces a non-trivial homomorphism on passage to mod p Bore1 cohomology. Thus 
consider 
1 A cyv: EG, A ,&SP A EG+)+EG+ A ch,V. 
Since 1 x E: EG x EG+EG is a G-homotopy equivalence, E: EG+(*), 
~A,(~AE):EG+A~(S~~EG+)-~EG+~\,S~~=~:”BG~, n=dimV’, 
is a homotopy equivalence and may be ignored. Now consider the following composite, 
where W= V- VG. 
C”BG+ =C”(EG+ A cS”)-----+ z”(‘nGe)~“(EG+ ,, $+‘)=EG_ A $? IA” ---EG, A&I: 
With G action ignored, ‘I: SV+hcV is the fundamental class. Consideration of the standard 
spectral sequence for the calculation of Bore1 cohomology makes clear that the Thorn class 
p”~fi*(EG+ A ,$“) of the representation bundle EG x G V-BG is (1 A c?l)*(v) for some class 
v~fi*(EG+ A ,h, V). Of course, p,, = E”,u~, where pwcfl*(EG+ A GSW) is the Thorn class. By 
definition or inspection, (1 A oe)*(pW) is the Euler class x(W). Since G is elementary i\belian 
and WG=O, x(W) is non-zero. Therefore z;(v)= x”x( W) is non-zero. 
LEMMA 6.3. For ecery subquotient J of G, including G itself: 2; vanishes on contractible 
spaces. 
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Proof: Let J = H/K. For a finite J-complex X and for q30, 
c;(X) = colim [I VK-RPX, (k, VKIJ 
VlR’ 
= colim [E YK-R’X,F(EG+,hcV)], 
VIR’ 
= colim[CliK-RqX~EG+,hcV]H 
V>R’ 
= colim lim [E VK-R’X A EC”, , h, VJH. 
VxR’ n 
Here the last equality holds since the relevant lim’ terms clearly vanish. Of course. 
zJq(X)=@(C4X) for q>O. For a general J-complex X, &X) =lim@(X,), where X, runs 
over the finite subcomplexes of X (p-adic completion not being needed since the &X,) are 
Z,-vector spaces). Now suppose that X is contractible. Then (X A EG+)L is contractible 
for all L c H and X A EC _ is H-contractible by the equivariant Whitehead theorem. Using 
compactness or a cellular contracting homotopy, we see that, for each pair (r, m), there 
exists a pair (/?,n) such that X,cX,, mdn, and the inclusion X, A EGY! +X, A EC”, is 
null H-homotopic. Thus, for q > 0, 
is zero for every C’(and similarly with q replaced by zero and X by x4X). It follows formally, 
by inspection from the definitions of limits and colimits, that @(X)=0. 
At this point, the proof ofTheorem D would be complete were it not for a minor technical 
catch. Let X = .,%‘. It would appear that (6.3) allows us to quote Theorem A to conclude that 
&(X; EC) is the direct sum ofp’(‘- “” copies ofC’-‘j3”(S”). By naturality, it would appear that 
the map 
(6.4) q: jllG- ‘(X; EC)-&- ‘(X; EG) 
is the sum of pr(‘-l) z copies of the (r- l)st suspension of the unit map II: ?r”(So)-+J~(S”) and is 
therefore a monomorphism mod p by (6.1). 
The catch is that the exact sequences used in $4 to prove Theorem A were derived under 
the assumption (1.6). that Ez( Y) is of finite type for all G-complexes Y with finite skeleta. It is 
not hard to see that this assumption fails for our theory k$ We need to check that vve have 
enough finiteness to justify the fundamental exact sequence (1.10) for k$ and enough 
information about fiG-‘(X;EG) to conclude that 9 in (6.4) is a monomorphism mod p. 
Clearly Ez( Y) is of finite type when Y is finite by an inductive argument starting from the 
fact that Eg(G/H+)= l$(.S’) is just H*(BH). In general, we have long exact sequences 
Here Y”/ Y “- ’ is a wedge of suspensions C”G/H +, and E$nG/H+) = H”-¶ (BH). For fixed g. 
this is non-zero for infinitely many n, so we cannot expect the colimitEr( Y) = colim E:( Y “) to 
be attained for fixed n. However, if Y= Y’+ for a free G-complex Y’, then only orbits with 
H =e and thus fi*(BH)=O appear and there is no problem. 
In particular, &EC ,) is of finite type, hence E$(X; EC +) is of finite type if X is a finite G- 
complex. By the long exact sequence associated to the cofiber sequence EC, -+S’--+,?G, the 
same is true of&(X; EC). On passage to limits over the finite subcomplexes of X, this justifies 
the fundamental exact sequence (1.10). 
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We now turn to the injectivity of 7 in (6.4). By (3.4) and (4.1). we have isomorphisms 
6:(X; EG) 2 @(XI S) z @ix; A). 
By (3.1), we also have a cofiber sequence of S-functors ,~-A-.L~~ such that ,@X; ii ‘2) is 
the sum of P’(‘-~)‘~ copies of I’-‘** J (SO). Finite type hypotheses are irrelevant for this much. 
These statements are natural in k,. and there results a commutative diagram 
Clearly (6.1) implies that q on the left is a monomorphism mod p. If we could argue with exact 
sequences as in the proof of Theorem A, we could conclude that the bottom arrow is an 
isomorphism and we would be done. The groups on the bottom are Z, vector spaces, and the 
following lemma shows that enough of the cited proof goes through to allow us to conclude 
that q on the right is a monomorphism mod p. This will complete the proof of Theorem D. 
LEMMA 6.5. The map El;-‘(X; A/X)+&‘(X; A) restricts to a monomorphism on the image 
Of? 
Proof: Consider the cofiber sequences F,_ 1 ii -+F,~-+l?, of S-functors of (4.1). Each B4 
is a wedge of suspensions of S-functors C(K, G), where 
@(X; C(K, G)) = &(X’). 
Thus I&X; B4) = 0 for O<q<r- 2 by (6.3). We claim first that @(X; A)=O. This isn’t 
immediate since, in the absence of the finite type assumption, we don’t know that the inverse 
limits used in passing from @X,;?) to I&X;?) preserve exact sequences derived from co- 
fiberings of S-functors. The situation is saved by the fact that the proof of (6.3) gives a 
particularly strong reason for the vanishing of the @(X; 8J, and this reason is inherited by all 
@(X; FJ). 
To explain this, we look back at the definitions in $3. For an S-functor T, define 
[T(I”-R’X,)~ EG”,,h,P’l, if i>O 
[T(I:‘.Z-‘X,) A EG”,,h,VJ, if i<O. 
By co-finality, the definition of k, in terms of h,, and the lim’ exact sequence, we find that 
kjG(X; T) = iim colim lim Ti,, m. 
I c m 
When T= C(K, H), we see from (3.7) and the proof of (6.3) that, for each fixed pair (x, m), 
there exists a pair (/?, n) such that X, c X,, m < n, and q,V.,-+ c.,,,, is zero for every L’. This 
condition is obviously inherited by wedges of S-functors, and it is easily checked that if this 
condition holds for T’ and T”, where T -+ T-+ T” is a cofiber sequence of S-functors, then it 
also holds for T. It therefore holds for all B4 and, inductively, for all F,d. 
We use this condition A’ to complete the proof of the lemma. Consider the system of 
exact sequences 
A:,~.~-*(A/;i):,.~-il~.~.,~ 
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derived from the cofiber sequence .4+,-i ,q -+I,J. We have 1.4 ?)(X)=(B.c/,‘E.-1) A X”, where 
B.:/ B.2 is equivalent to a wedge of @‘r-*1 2 copies of the (I’- I)-sphere. Since XG = S”, we 
may set 9, = S” and restrict to X, 3 X,. so that -Up = S” for all 1. Then the system {(,-. ,?):,.,‘,,,I 
is constant in 1. uith (.-i .?):I.,‘, being the sum of prlr- ” 2 copies of [S” ’ A EG”_, 11, C;lc. Let .Y 
be a non-zero element of 
Inrqc&-‘(X: ,-I .q)=colim lim(,4 .?);,;,‘,,. 
L m 
For some fixed I’ sufficiently large, we may choose a representative (r,.,,,; for .Y with 
.u~,,E(,~.‘.~)‘,~~& Since the map r,.: .S1” A EG +-+/r, b’of16.1) factors through S”’ A EG’Y for all 
~1 and is non-trivial for all complex representations V+ kc. we see that x,.,,, #O if k’f bfi and 
that ‘i,.., cannot then map to zero in (.+l’,~);,,I, for any IV1 I’. Now suppose for a 
contradiction that s maps to zero in pG- ‘(?i; ,-t). This means that. if we write _Y,,,,, for _Y,.,,, 
regarded as an element of(A/J):,,‘,. then, for each z, there exists V, 3 Vsuch that .Y,,,.,,, maps 
to zero in ,4:,,!,, for all ttr. For each ~1, vve can choose ;( 20 and rr3~1 such that the map 
;i:;..~--+A~,~,, is zero for all I’. A chase of the following diagram, in which CV= I’,, will 
convince the reader that s,,,, maps to zero in (il;!A):,;A. This contradicts the assumption that 
.Y is a non-zero element of Im YJ and so proves the lemma. 
(A, &:,,i, 
57. ISVERSE LI1IIT.S OF AD.AlIS SPECTRAL SEQUESCES 
The only novelty in our proof of Theorem B is the recognition that inverse limits of 
Adams spectral sequences converge. This is not wholly obvious. Indeed, Adams [ 1, p. 71, who 
was considering the case G=Z, before the Segal conjecture was conjectured, expressed 
considerable skepticism on this point: “Even if there is an Adams spectral sequence starting 
from Ext2*(Zz[x,x-‘],Zz), it is likely to be very hard to prove anything useful about its 
convergence”. Accordingly, we shall go into a fair amount of detail. Unfortunately, most of 
the work is in an unpublished preprint of Boardman [7]. We are told that an argument also 
appears in Wegmann’s thesis [36]. 
Write (E,X; for the classical mod p Adams spectral sequence associated to a spectrum X. 
If X is p-complete, bounded below, and of finite type over Z,, then 
E,X = Ext,(H*(X), Z,) 
and {E,X) converges strongly to n*(X); see Adams [2. SlS]. Of course, E,X is naturally a 
differential E,S’-module. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume giver7 ntz inrerse seqwr7ce 
-‘Xn_,-+Xn+. .+x0 
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ofspectra such that each X, is p-complete. bounded below. and ojfinice type wer 2,. Let {E,: he 
the incerse limit of the spectral sequences [E,X,j.. 
(i) Ez is isomorphic to Est, (colim H*(X,). Z,). 
(ii) E, is a differential E,S”-nrodlrle. 
(iii) {E,: conrerges strongly to lim TIJX,). 
Proof: The essential, obvious, fact is that lim is an exact functor on the category of finitely 
generated .2?,-modules (or Z,-modules). For (i), this fact and [I 1, V.9.1* and V.9.5*] imply 
that Ext converts colimits to limits in the present context. Since (ii) is obvious. it remains to 
prove (iii). We closely follow Boardman’s careful study of convergence [7]. W’e can construct 
Adams resolutions 
---t Yn,,_ I -+ Y”,S- . - Y”,, = _Y, 
such that each Y,,s is p-complete, bounded below, and of finite type over 2,. By the exactness 
of lim, the limit of the standard exact couples used to construct the spectral sequences : E,X,) 
is an exact couple whose associated spectral sequence is (E,:. The filtration of lim z:,(X,) 
associated to the exact couple is given by 
F”lim ;r,(X,) = Im(lim Fk.JX,)I. 
Strong convergence is the assertion that EC* = F”.‘F’+ ’ and the filtration is complete and 
Hausdorff; see [l 1, XV$7] and [7, 351 for discussion. We have 
(a) lim n,(Y,,,)=O and lim’ n*( I,,,)=O; 
5 5 
(b) lim’ E:,*X,, =O, hence lim’ 2:.*X, =O. 
r r 
In the language of Boardman [7: 5.5, 5.6 and 8.11, (a) asserts that {E,X,). con\‘erges 
conditionally to n*(X,) and (b) is then equivalent to strong convergence; see [7: 2.2, 19.1 and 
18.51 for the validity of (a) and (b). U’e claim that 
(c) limlimn,(Y,.,)=O and lim’ limn*(Y,,,)=O; 
5 ” * n 
(d) lim’ lim E:.*X, = 0, hence lim’ lim Z:.*X, = 0. 
, n , ” 
By another quotation of Boardman [7,&l]. this will prove the result. The first half of(c) holds 
by the first half of (a) and the standard interchange of limits isomorphism 
lim lim n*( Y,.,) z lim lim n*( Y,.,). 
r n ” s 
Since lim’=O for i> 1 in the context of sequential limits. spectral sequences of Roes 
(31. Thm. 33 for the computation of lim’ of product inverse systems collapse to give 
extensions 
O-+lim’ 1imn.J Yn,,.,)-lim’ 7r,( Y,~,)-+limlim’;c,( I;,,)-0 
z n s.n 5 n 
O+lim’ limx,( Y~,,)-tlim’ 7r*( Y,,,)-tlimlim’~,(Y,,,)+O. 
n 5 “.S ” * 
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Bq- (a). this implies the second half of Ic). Similarly, we have extensions 
O-lim’limE’~*X , .-+lim’ E:.*X,-lim lim’Ef~*.Y,+O 
, ” r.” r n 
O-lim’lim E~~*X,-+lim’ E~.*X,-tlimlim’ Ef.*X,-0. 
n I n.r n r 
Our finiteness hypotheses imply that each limE:.‘X, is a finite dimensional 2, vector space. 
Therefore Jim’ lim E:.*X,=O. Via the extensions, this fact and (b) imply (d). 
” r 
$8. THE CALCULATION OF @(X; EC,) 
To prove Theorem B, we introduce a particularly convenient model for X= i%‘, 
following Carlsson. Thus let V be the reduced regular complex representation of G and let X 
be the union of the spheres S”“. The inclusion of S”” in S ‘“& I)” is obtained by smashing the 
identity map of Y” with the inclusion e:S”-tSV. Since p=O, XG=So. If Hf G, then V 
contains a trivial If-summand, hence eH is null homotopic and XH is contractible. The groups 
&(S”“; EC,) admit non-equivariant interpretations in terms of the Thorn spectra BG-“” of 
the virtual representations --nV. Such spectra were first introduced by Boardman [6]. 
Carlsson [IO, App. A] gave an ad hoc construction adequate for the present purposes. A 
systematic account of generalized Thorn spectra is given in [ 17, IX-X], and the derivation of 
the following theorem from that work is explained in [23]. We use complex representations 
in order to have the orientations needed to prove part (i), in which mod p cohomology is 
understood. We write x(v) for the Euler class of V. 
THEOREM 8.1. There are Thorn spectra BGvYfor complex representations V of G and maps 
f: BG-W+BG-V for inclusions V c W which satisJv the following properties. 
(i) 
(ii) 
H*(BG-“) is a free H*(BG)-module on one generator lv of degree-dim,V, 
and f*: H*(BG-V)-+H*(BG-W) is the morphism of H*(BG)-modules specified 6~ 
f*(Iv) = ;((W - V)1,. 
lf kg is split with underlying non-equivariant theory k*, then k,(BG-“) is isomorphic to 
E$!(S’; EG,) and the diagram 
k,(BG-W) 2 k,(BG-“) 
E:(s”: EG,) 2 i;z(S”; EG,) 
commutes, where e: S”-SW is the inclusion. 
Recalling the notation k,” = kF4 and our definition of @(X; EC,) as an inverse limit, we 
obtain the following consequence of (ii). We again take V to be the reduced regular 
representation. 
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COROLLARY 8.2. If kz is split and X= YS”~, then 
i?Gq(X; EG +) = lim k,(BG-“v),^ 
Here we have passed to the stable category (replacing the prespectrum k by its associated 
spectrum in the context of [ 17, 23]), so that k,(BG-“‘) = rr*(k A BG-“‘). Henceforward, we 
agree to complete all spectra at p without change of notation. We have enough finiteness that 
this only entails smashing with the Moore spectrum ‘VP,. By (7.1) and (8.2), we have a 
spectral sequence 
{E,) =lim {E,(k A BGmnV)j 
converging from 
E, = Ext,(H*(k) @ colimH*(BG-““), 2,) 
to !$(X; EC,) under the hypotheses ofTheorem B. By (8.l.i), the co-limit is taken with respect 
to the homomorphisms 
x(V): H*(BG-“Y)-+H*(BG-‘“+“Y). 
Here x( V)eH*(BG) restricts to zero in H*(BH) for any proper subgroup H since VH #O. 
Proof of(i) of Theorem B. If G is not elementary Abelian, a theorem of Quillen [30] 
implies that x( I’) is nilpotent. Therefore colimH*(EG-“Y)=O. 
Henceforward, let G = (ZJ and let L = I( V)EH~(~‘- I) (BG). If p > 2, 
H*W)=Z,Cyl, . . > 1;lO ECx,, . . , x,1, 
deg .yi = 1 and deg yi = 2. If p = 2, we can write H*(BG) in the same way additively, but with 
yi = xi’. In either case, L is the product of the non-zero elements of the vector space spanned 
by the yi, hence colimH*(BG-“‘) is the localization H*(BG) CL-‘]. 
The following algebraic calculation is due to Lin [19] when p=2 and r= 1, to 
Gunawardena [14] when p>2 and r= 1, and to Adams, Gunawardena and Miller [;?,I.11 
when r > 1. It is part of the last three authors’ proof of the Segal conjecture for G =(Z,)’ but, 
according to Adams [private communication], “it lies on the direct line of proof and only 
one-third of the way through” and the other two-thirds “include the trickiest part”. A second 
approach to part of the calculation has been given by Priddy and Wilkerson [27]. The bulk of 
the calculation relies heavily on the pioneering work of Singer [18, 341. 
THEOREM 8.3. Let St denote the Z,-module H*(BG) [L-l] BAZp of A-indecomposable 
elements of H*(BG) [L- ‘1 and regard St as a trivial A-module. Then St is concentrated in 
degree -r and has dimension prcr - 1”2, and the quotient homomorphism E: H*(BG) [L-‘]-St 
induces an isomorphism 
Ext,(K@St, Z,)+Ext,(K@H*(BG) [L- ‘1, Z,) 
for any finite dimensional A-module K. 
Since K clearly contains a non-zero A-trivial submodule, the result for general K follows 
inductively from the result for K =Z, given in [4, 1.11. 
Remark 8.4. It is possible to put an action of the general linear group GL(r, Z,) on all 
objects in sight, algebraic or topological, and the fundamental exact sequence (1.10) is 
GL(r, ZJ-equivariant. As proven in [4, 1.11, St in the previous theorem is the Steinberg 
module, a fact which lurks behind but need not be invoked in the proof of the Segal 
conjecture. 
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The equivariant context is irrelevant to the completion of the proof of (ii) of Theorem B. 
which is contained in the follovving result. Remember that vve are implicitly completing 
spectra at p. 
THEOREM 8.5. Let k be ~1 p-complete specrrum which is bounded beloLv. of finite type 
ocer 2,. and cohomologically bounded aboce. Let Y be the wedge of p”‘- 1”2 copies of 
S’. Then there is a compatible system of maps CC Y-+BG-“v which induces an isomorphism 
;r,(k A Y)+lim zi,(k A BG-“v). 
Proqf: First consider k=S”. By (8.3) and standard facts about Ext,(Z,. Z,), we have 
F”.‘_O if t--S< __r 2, - EO.-‘=St 3 2 
~s.5-r=as~o~-’ 
3 2 0 2 . and E;z-rrl=O unless p=Z and s=l, 
u-hen a0 annihilates this group. Here aO~Ei. ‘So is the canonical generator. Therefore the 
elements of E;‘-’ are all non-bounding permanent cycles. Since multiplication by a, 
detects multiplication by p, we see by convergence that limrr_,(BG-“V) is a free 
.I?‘,-module on p”‘- ” ’ generators. Choose generators ri. Each xi may be viewed as a 
compatible system of maps S-‘+BG-“‘, and their wedge sum is the required system 2. 
The systems zi are detected by the mod p Hurewicz homomorphism 
lim~_,BG- “Y~limE~~-‘(BG-“‘)-rlimH_,(BG-“~). 
and z induces E: H*(BG) [L-‘I-.St on passage to cohomology. Now return to the general 
case. The system 1 A 2: k A Y-k A BG- ” induces a map of spectral sequences 
‘E (I AX)),: {E,(~A Y))-limjE,ikr\BG-“‘)j=jE,:., i i- 
and Ez( 1 A I) is the isomorphism of(8.3). The conclusion follows from the convergence of (E,j 
and the comparison theorem (in the form given by Boardman [7: 5.271). 
Remark 8.6. Let BG-“” be the homotopy inverse limit of the spectra BG-“‘. The 
natural map n,(BG-“V)-+lim ~I,(BG-“~) is an isomorphism since the relevant lim’ terms 
vanish. We conclude that the system 2 induces an equivalence Y-+i?G- rC’. 
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